Near-earth orbit tracking and data acquisition activities are evolving from a ground tracking station network located in the U.S. and around the world, to a space network of two tracking and data relay satellites plus an inorbit spare in geosynchronous orbit. This paper briefly discusses the major elements that comprise this evolving Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) Network that provides the basis for the tracking and data relay satellite (TDRS) operations in the 1980's and emphasizes the commercial aspects of the system.
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Concept of a Space Network
The TDRSS was conceived to permit NASA to continue to provide service to the user spacecraft community in in era of rapidly-increasing technological demands. The STDN has in the past expanded the capability of its ground stations, but the complexity and quantity of new service requirements makes the work of this type of tracking network more difficult and less efficient. The impact of the cost for maintaining and improving a large network of ground stations in overseas locations required a new approach which culminated in the lease for service system named Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System. GHz).
The TDRS also contains twelve C-Band (5925-6425 MHz uplink, 3700-4200 MHz downlink) transponders that operate independent of the S and Ku-Band data relay systems. NASA, under the terms of the contract with SPACECOM for operation of the TDRSS, has full authority and control over the utilization of the TDRS system, including the use of the C-Band telecommunications transponders. The ground segment Tracking, Telemetry and Command (TT&C) equipment for the dual-role spacecraft is located at White Sands Ground Terminal (WSGT) near Las Cruces, New Mexico (see Figure 2) .
Background
Most of the capability of WSGT is directed towards the communications relay services, but certain elements are shared by both missions and are mentioned here.
WSGT performs control and monitor functions and has the capability to support four on-orbit satellites. On-station tracking and ranging, for the purpose of orbit determination, is accomplished for the TDRS communications relay mission using K-Band tracking antennas. Greater tracking and ranging performance can be achieved utilizing two station ranging with a C-Band network. WSGT will interface with telecommunication user earth stations via terrestrial transmission facilities to coordinate mission events and verify satellite payload status.
To support TDRS and C-Band telecommunications operations, WSGT is equipped with K-Band TT&C equipment for normal on-orbit spacecraft operation, and S-Band T&C equipment for operation during orbital insertion and initial spacecraft stabilization. S-Band T&C also provides emergency backup for the K-Band TT&C.
The K-Band T&C system provides telemetry, tracking, and commanding for three on-orbit satellites. The K-Band TT&C communications link is established between one of the 60 foot K-Band antennas at WSGT and the space-to-ground link (SGL) antenna on the TDRS. The West spots may be considered as subchannels of the West beam channels since transmissions from the West, West Spot #1, and West Spot #2 beams must be time division multiplexed to project interference between them. It is important to note, however, that a transmit burst from an earth station in one of the beams will be simultaneously transmitted down to all three beams.
Summary
The first Tracking and Data Relay Satellite was launched in April 1983. Following the orbit adjust and preliminary systems checkout, the TDRSS was called on for initial support in late 1983. The end-to-end system supported the space shuttle and un-manned missions such as Landsat-4 and the repaired Solar Max satellite. The commercial aspects of the system design remain unchallenged and complicated by factors not of a technical nature. The future scope and utilization of the commercial payloads is still undergoing evaluation.
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